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Abstract—In the rapidly evolving field of air traffic control, the
need for innovative methods to improve safety and efficiency has
never been greater. This paper presents a real-time method for
detecting atypical aircraft approaches, a significant leap from tra-
ditional off-line methods. Our approach uses real-time data analysis
and extends an existing off-line model to dynamically assess aircraft
energy behaviour and trajectory during the critical approach and
landing phases. Unlike its predecessors, our methodology provides
instantaneous detection and resolution capabilities that are critical
to ensure safety and deal with the expected growth in air traffic. By
providing air traffic controllers with real-time insight into aircraft
approach trajectories, our methodology aims to improve situational
awareness and reduce the risk of approach-related incidents.

Keywords—Approach Path Management, Atypical Flight Event,
Non-Compliant Approach, Real Time, Anomaly Detection, Func-
tional Principal Component Analysis, Unsupervised Learning, Du-
bins Path,

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Operational Motivations

Approach and landing accidents, which include incidents
during the initial approach, intermediate approach and landing
phases, account for 47% of all aviation accidents and 40% of
fatalities each year. These accidents often involve significant
deviations from standard approach protocols, including atypical
speeds or altitudes [1]. In addition, the complexity of airport
terminal manoeuvring areas and air traffic control regions, char-
acterised by dense and complex air traffic flows, is remarkable.
While the COVID-19 pandemic temporarily slowed air traffic
growth, a resurgence is evident as the industry recovers. Pre-
Covid scenarios, such as the International Air Transport Asso-
ciation’s (IATA) forecasts of passenger growth from 4 billion
today to 7.8 billion by 2036 [2], are still consistent. This ex-
pected growth underlines the urgent need for enhanced security
measures and innovative approaches to air traffic management
to meet the increasing demands and complexities of future air
travel.

In order to meet the safety requirements of the International
Civil Aviation Organisation, the French Department of Civil
Aviation launched a national safety programme in 2006, which
is currently divided into three national safety programmes pub-
lished for the period 2009-2013: [3], 2013-2018: [4] and 2018-

2023: [5]. The risk portfolio distinguishes between undesirable
events, such as unstabilised approaches, and ultimate events,
such as control flights into terrain or runway excursions. Un-
desirable events can lead to final events, thereby compromising
safety or reducing aerodrome capacity. Their identification and
detection is an important issue.

Unstable approaches have been observed in several accidents,
such as that of Air Nostrum flight 8313 on 30 July 2011, where
the aircraft suffered structural damage after a hard landing at
Barcelona airport [6]. Peak descent rates of over 3000 ft/min
were recorded and the aircraft crossed the runway threshold at
315 ft. The nominal reference height (RDH), i.e. the nominal
height above the runway threshold, is approximately 50 ft.
Another example is the crash of Asiana Airline Flight 214 at San
Francisco Airport on 6 July 2014, which resulted in 3 fatalities
and 185 injuries [7]. The aircraft was recorded at very low speed
on final approach and eventually stalled before crashing.

Several studies have been conducted to identify the precursors
of unstabilised approach. In particular, Jiao et al. [8] have shown
that speed is the main cause of unstabilisation (77%), followed
by localiser (10%) and aircraft configuration issues (8,8%).

B. Previous Related Works

Certain atypical situations called ”Glide Interception From
Above” (GIFA) have been identified as undesirable. These situ-
ations are critical because of the potential difficulties in aircraft
energy management and because aircraft are neither designed
nor certified to intercept glide from above.

To improve safety and reduce the number of GIFAs, an on-
line detection tool has been implemented at Charles-De-Gaulle
airport and is used by air traffic controllers in real time. It
consists of four 3D volumes using the Area Proximity Warning
(APW) described in Figure 1. The first three volumes are
warning volumes, the ATCos inform pilots that they are too high
on the glide path. The last volume is a decision volume, where
the ATC and the pilots have to decide whether to continue or
abort the approach. The results of the trials have been positive,
with GIFAs now being detected and appropriate action taken.
Approximately 5 flights out of 700 per day trigger an alarm, and
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Figure 1. Illustration of the Glide Interception From Above detection imple-
mented at Charles de Gaulle airport. 3D volumes have been created to detect
when an aircraft is too high on the glide path. A recovery plan is suggested. If it
is still too high further down the glide path, the controllers suggest a go-around.

in about half of the cases the GIFAs suggest a recovery slope
as recommended. However, this tool only focuses on potential
energy.

Another, previous work has proposed the use of unsupervised
learning to provide post-operational detection of atypical be-
haviour in the total energy of the aircraft. The methodology
proposed by Jarry et al. [9] is based on the combination of a
sliding window, a functional data analysis tool called functional
principal component analysis and outlier scoring as shown in
Figure 2. A portion of the flight is then considered atypical
(and given a score of 1) if the total energy of the aircraft
(calculated in runway reference using ground speed, vertical
speed and altitude) does not behave in terms of norm and
variation like other flights at a given distance from the runway
threshold. In other words, the score is inversely proportional to
the statistical frequency in the learning data set which includes
15 000 flights. This is a post-operational method that requires
the entire trajectory to be applied. It cannot be applied directly in
real time as the remaining trajectory to the runway threshold is
unknown. This paper will fill the gap by providing an alternative
solution.

This methodology was validated with flight data records from
airline safety offices and safety events [10]. It showed a signif-
icant correlation between atypical energy behaviour and airline
safety events. In particular, while the unstabilised approach
represents between 3% and 4% of typical flights, it accounts
for 50.4% of atypical flights between 5NM and the runway
threshold. In addition, the methodology was compared with
anomaly detection using generative adversarial networks [11],
similar to an auto-encoder. The FPCA method [9] gives similar
results with the advantage of providing a local atypicality score.
It also appears to be more flexible, being deterministic and not
subject to the potential problem of neural network convergence.

Figure 2. Illustration of the methodology [9] for detecting atypical trajectories.
A sliding window is applied to all trajectories. The dimension is then reduced
by applying a Functional Principal Component Analysis decomposition to the
parts of such trajectories. An outlier detection and scoring is applied to the
decomposition vector space, which allows to assign a score between 0 and 1 to
each trajectory portion, determining the local atypicality.

Other projects and research have been carried out to analyse
anomalies, including anomalies in air traffic data [12], general
[13] or commercial aviation. In particular, Li et al. [14]–[16]
have developed a very similar approach based on PCA dimen-
sional reduction and DBSCAN outlier scoring. The methodology
proposed by Jarry et al. [9] adopts the same philosophy, but
improves it by using an FPCA that integrates the underlying
functional nature of the trajectories, and the use of a sliding
window that allows the localisation of the atypicality. Finally,
the distance to the remaining trajectory threshold, which is
more appropriate for energy management, is used as a reference
instead of time.

In addition, work has been carried out on the detection
of anomalies in on-board data using multiple kernels [17],
DBSCAN algorithm [18], active learning [19], recurrent neural
network methods [20], auto-encoders [21], [22]. In general
aviation, several projects have also been carried out to detect
anomalies [23] and perform safety analysis with energy-based
metrics [24], [25]. In addition, Andreu et. al. [26] have developed
an on-board methodology to propose recovery trajectories when
aircraft are over-energy. The roles of such cockpit warning
systems are diverse, but all present significant human factor
issues and need to be designed accordingly [27].

Recently, Singh et al. [28] proposed real-time detection of
unstable approaches. Their detection philosophy has similarities
with the FPCA method. Indeed, they use the data set to estimate
the upper and lower bounds of the parameters, while Jarry et al.
[9] propose to determine an atypical coefficient based on clusters
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and their distribution. However, there are important differences.
First, the upper and lower bounds do not take into account
potential atypical variations within these bounds that are detected
by the FPCA process. Capturing such atypical variations could
help to anticipate the detection of atypical situations, such as in
the Asiana Airlines Flight 214 accident [7], where the aircraft
exhibited large variations in speed and vertical speed within
nominal limits during final approach. Secondly, they address a
simplified problem by focusing only on the final phase of the
flight when the aircraft is aligned with the extended runway
centreline. It is important to anticipate and correct atypical
situations as soon as possible. For example, Pegasus Airlines
Flight 2193, analysed in section III, exhibited high altitude and
speed prior to intercepting the extended runway centreline.

Finally, support vector regression has been also used to
provide real-time safety monitoring of commercial aircraft [29].
Supervised learning has also been explored to provide on-line
prediction of safety critical landing metrics [30].

C. Contribution

This paper presents two main contributions that fill the gap
in the state of the art atypical approach detection methods by
providing a solution for both the base and final approach legs,
and enabling the detection of atypical energy variations within
nominal ranges. These contributions are based on the assumption
that energy models [9] are available and illustrate how they
can be used in a real-time framework. The first contribution is
the real-time extension of the post-operational methodology [9]
using Dubins’ path as an estimator of the remaining distance.
Secondly, a methodology is proposed to generate a typical
2D energy management trajectory while the aircraft is flying
downwind or on base leg. Finally, a complete real-time atypical
trajectory detection tool for air traffic controllers is presented
with two modes depending on the position of the aircraft.
Normally, the aircraft is radar vectored prior to intercepting the
localiser. At this stage, the tool is in a suggestion phase and
provides two types of information. First, it estimates the current
status of the aircraft, considering a direct trajectory to intercept
the localiser at the interception chevrons. Then, if this trajectory
has a high energy, a suggested trajectory is calculated. Finally,
when the aircraft has intercepted the localiser, the tool switches
to a warning phase, indicating the current status of the aircraft’s
energy management.

II. METHODOLOGY AND BACKGROUNDS

A. Dubin curves problem for trajectory generation

As previously explained, the real-time extension of the atypi-
cality score causes a major problem. To calculate the atypicality
score, the remaining distance to the runway threshold must be
known. This distance is well known if the aircraft is aligned
with the runway extension axis. However, if the aircraft is still

Figure 3. Illustration of a Dubins path between two points A and B. The solution
here is RSL: a right turn, then a straight line, and finally a left turn.

downwind or on base leg, the remaining distance to the threshold
is unknown. A simple estimate of the remaining distance can be
obtained using Dubin curves [31].

The key point of Dubins curves, is the shortest path between
A and B when contrained by maximum curvature and a given
direction of the line at A and B. The general solution was
published by Dubins in 1958 [31]. It was also proved by
Boissonnat et al. [32] using the maximum Pontryagin principle
[33].

The problem can be formulated as an optimal control problem,
where the state variables are x, y, θ, the control variable is u, R
is the minimum turning radius, and t is the curvilinear abscissa.

min
u

tf =

∫ tf

0

1 dt

s.t. ẋ(t) = cos θ(t), x(0) = x0, x(tf ) = xf ,

ẏ(t) = sin θ(t), y(0) = y0, y(tf ) = yf ,

θ̇(t) = u(t), θ(0) = θ0, θ(tf ) = θf ,

|u(t)] ≤ 1

R
, t ∈ [0, tf ]

The solution is one of the following six combinations: RSR,
RSL, LSR, LSL, RLR, LRL. where R and L represent a right
and left turning arc of maximum curvature respectively, and S is
a straight line segment. A simple illustration is given in Figure 3,
where the solution is RSL: a right turn, then a straight line, and
finally a left turn. It has been applied to various fields such as
robotics. Buil et al. applied Dubins’ method to find the shortest
path for non-holonomic robots [34]. It was also extended to 3D
by Chitsaz et al. who referred to Dubins’ plane as [35].

B. Real-time atypical scoring methodology

Returning to the real-time extension problem, the objective
is to estimate the remaining distance to the runway threshold,
so a 2D path is sufficient for this evaluation. To ensure this
assumption, the real remaining distance is compared with the
estimated remaining distance using Dubin curves over 1600
radar data approaches. Figure 5 shows the differences between
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Figure 4. Illustration of the different cases of the methodology. different situation. Case 1) in blue, corresponds to the parts of the trajectory where the aircraft is
on the localiser (distance to the localiser less than one turning radius). Case 2) in green, corresponds to the parts of the trajectory where the aircraft is on the base
or downwind leg but beyond the perpendicular to the chevrons. Case 3) in red, corresponds to the parts of the trajectory where the aircraft is in the downwind leg,
before the perpendicular to the chevrons.

the estimated and actual remaining distance between 15NM and
40NM.

The error observed is negligible (less than 1NM absolute
error) from 15NM to 21NM. It then underestimates the remain-
ing distance and usually gives a lower bound, which is the
expected behaviour. Very few overestimates are observed and
these are generally due to non-compliant approaches associated
with trajectory shortening. These particular trajectories will
induce a shift. While some alternative estimation methods could
be used, such as distance regression models, the use of Dubin
curves appears to be accurate..

Figure 5. Median, Q1-Q3 and 1.5 interquartile range of the difference between
estimated and real remaining distance between 15NM and 40NM (computed
every 1NM over 1600 radar trajectories)

The following assumptions are made. First, the aircraft has a
constant ground speed of 180 kts and to be turning at a bank
angle of 25°, giving a turning radius of 1.01 NM. This is a lower
bound assumption for the ground speed to give a lower bound

estimate of the remaining distance and the bank angle is the
normal one recommended for turns. In addition, the real time
wind is not considered when computing the remaining distance.
This can lead to uncertainties, especially in the turns. Three
situations, shown in Figure 4, are considered to calculate the
remaining distance:

1) The aircraft is aligned with the runway extended centreline.
The aeroplane is considered to be aligned with the runway
extended centreline if the distance between the current
position and its projection above the runway extended
centreline is less than the minimum turning radius.

2) The aeroplane is not aligned with the runway extended
centreline and its orthogonal projection on the runway
extended centreline is beyond the intercept chevrons of the
minimum altitude Final Approach Point (FAP).

3) The aeroplane is not aligned with the runway extended
centreline and its orthogonal projection on the runway
extended centreline is in front of the FAP minimum altitude
intercept chevrons.

In situation 1), the remaining distance to the runway threshold
is assumed to be the distance to the orthogonal projection plus
the distance from the projection to the runway threshold. In
situation 2), the length of the Dubins curve from the current
position with the current heading to the orthogonal projection
with the runway heading is calculated and added to the distance
from the projection to the runway threshold. Finally, in situation
3), the length of the Dubins curve from the current position
with the current heading to the FAP chevrons with the runway
heading is calculated and added to the distance between the FAP
chevrons and the runway threshold.

Once the estimated remaining distance is calculated, it is then
easy to apply the scoring to the appropriate window, as proposed
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in the post-operational methodology [9]. To compute the energy
state, we assume that radar Mode S information is available with
true airspeed and ground speed. The post-operational method
consists of applying functional principal component analysis and
atypical scoring to a sliding window, as shown in Figure 2. At
each point the trajectory is given a score between 0 and 1.

In summary, there are two ways to determine the remaining
distance, depending on the aircraft situation. If the aircraft has
not yet crossed the runway centreline, the distance is estimated
using Dubins curves. Otherwise, the remaining distance is a
straight line to the runway threshold. Finally, this distance is used
to calculate the atypical coefficient by applying the appropriate
sliding window atypical energy model.

C. Suggested trajectory methodology

The trajectory generation process only considers high energy
cases where the aircraft has not intercepted the extended runway
centreline. Low energy cases are not considered. Indeed, if
the atypicality is due to high energy, the idea is to give a
longer trajectory to allow easier dissipation of the excess energy.
Conversely, when low energy is detected, the idea is not to
shorten the trajectory, so only the information on the atypicality
is given to allow a better awareness of the situation. In fact, the
aircraft is usually operating in a traffic flow and shortening the
trajectory could lead to the previous aircraft catching up. The
good mitigation strategy would be to maintain the energy level
until it returns to nominal.

The generation process is simple; the point of interception
of the localiser is gradually moved away from the runway
threshold until a suitable level of atypicality is reached. At each
stage, the current energy state is evaluated using Dubins curves.
The generation process is carried out if the coefficient of the
current state is greater than 0.2 and the process is stopped if
such a coefficient on the generated trajectory is less than 0.05.
These values have been chosen empirically to avoid too many
suggestions.

D. Summary

This paragraph details how to apply the method in real time
mode or in replay mode as for the following four use cases. In
real time, last positions are known, but the next positions are
unknown. In a replay mode the next positions are voluntarily
hidden. Here is the method to use at each time step:

III. CASE STUDY

The purpose of this section is to illustrate the use of our
methodology. The analysis in replay mode of Pegasus Airlines
flight 2193, which overshot the runway at Istanbul on 5 February
2020, is presented. Snapshots at certain moments of the trajec-
tory are illustrated. They illustrate the behaviour of our algorithm
and the information it could have provided to the controller. The
coefficient shown at the top of each snapshot always corresponds

1: Determine if the plane is in situation 1, 2 or 3 (figure 2).
2: Use the current position and direction of the plane.
3: Compute the estimated curve using section II-B method.
4: Compute remaining distance from the estimated curve.
5: Apply an energy model to calculate the atypicality score.
6: if situation 2 or 3 and energy is too high then
7: Suggest trajectory using section II-C method.
8: end if
9: Wait for the next time step and repeat from step 2.

Algorithm 1: Method Application for Plane Trajectory
Analysis

to the direct trajectory to the intercept point. If the aircraft
is in a high energy suggestion phase, an alternative trajectory
is suggested, otherwise only the energy atypical information is
given. In addition, the energy model used was previously built
on a large data set (more than 15,000 trajectories) [9].

On 5 February 2020, the Boeing 737-800 of Pegasus Airlines
flight 2193 from Izmir overshot the runway while landing at
Sabiha Gökçen Airport in Istanbul, Turkey, and broke into three
pieces [36], [37]. It comes less than a month after another Boeing
737 from the same company overshot the runway at the same
airport.

The flight from Izmir’s Adnan Menderes airport to Istanbul
was proceeding smoothly. At around 18:30 local time (15:30
UTC), the aircraft attempted to land at Istanbul Sabiha Gökçen
in heavy rain and a strong tailwind. A thunderstorm with strong
gusts of wind was passing over the area at the time of the
accident.

After what the Turkish Minister of Transport and Infrastruc-
ture described as a ”hard landing”, the plane failed to brake in
time. After skidding at the eastern end of the runway, it slid for
about 60 metres and plunged down a 30-40 metre embankment,
breaking the plane.

This flight represents an energy surplus and raises the question
of upstream energy management. To what extent was it possible
to detect that the flight had excess energy, and could remedial
trajectories be proposed, or could a go-around be suggested? To
answer this question, the algorithm presented in the previous
sections was applied to the ADS-B trajectory of this flight from
flightradar24 available here : https://www.flightradar24.com/
blog/pegasus-airlines-flight-2193-overruns-runway-in-istanbul/.

The flight analysis is now presented. For context, the aircraft
crosses the runway threshold at 15:18:30 UTC. At 15:12:17, 6
minutes earlier, our algorithm indicates an atypical coefficient
of 0.73, as shown by the red dashed trajectory in Figure 6. The
aircraft turns in the base leg and crosses the standard 3° glide
path at a ground speed of 250 knots. The algorithm proposes
a suggested trajectory (in the green dashed line) by slightly
moving back the point of interception of the localizer.

At 15:14:25, two minutes later, the aircraft is still high on the
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Figure 6. Illustration of the crash of Pegasus Flight 2193. Figure a) shows the 2D trajectory, figure b) the altitude profile and figure c) the ground speed profile. The
aircraft turns in the base leg (a). Its ground speed inscreases (c) and it crosses the glide path (b). The tool suggests to slightly extend the trajectory (in green).

Figure 7. Illustration of the crash of Pegasus Flight 2193. Figure a) shows the 2D trajectory, figure b) the altitude profile and figure c) the ground speed profile. The
aircraft is at the base segment (a). Its ground speed is back to normal (c) but its altitude is high (c). The tool still suggests extending the trajectory (in green).

glide path, the ground speed increases briefly before returning
to 250 knots, probably due to a gust of wind. The coefficient
of atypicality is still high (0.74), just as the algorithm suggests
extending the trajectory to dissipate the excess energy, as shown
in figu We analysed other accidents to test the methodology,
including Asiana Airline Flight 214, Hermes Airline Flight 7817
and Air India Express Flight 1344. For each flight analysed, the
methodology provided critical insight into energy management
and trajectory anomalies. In the case of Pegasus Airlines Flight
2193, it identified excessive ground speed and altitude variations,
consistently high atypicality scores and the need for trajectory
extension to manage excess energy on approach. Similarly, in
the case of Asiana Airlines Flight 214, the algorithm highlighted
problems with approach angle and speed, leading to a crash on
landing. In the case of Hermes Airlines Flight 7817, the tool
detected an unstable approach characterised by irregular descent

rates and lateral deviations. Finally, in the case of Air India
Express flight 1344, the methodology identified an approach
that was too high and too fast, factors that contributed to the
aircraft overshooting the runway. In all cases, the methodology
was effective in identifying critical energy management and
trajectory issues, underscoring its potential utility in improving
flight safety.re 7.

At 15:16:29, the aircraft is on the localizer, the algorithm
switches to backup mode. The algorithm indicates an atypicality
coefficient of 0.83. The aircraft is still a little high on the glide
path and its ground speed has increased only slightly to 215 kts,
as shown in Figure 8.

Throughout the final approach, the atypicality coefficient does
not fall below 0.8 and peaks at 1.0 from 1500ft to the runway
threshold. It is also noted that the vertical profile is highly
variable, with the aircraft passing below and then above the glide
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Figure 8. Illustration of the crash of Pegasus Flight 2193. Figure a) shows the 2D trajectory, figure b) the altitude profile and figure c) the ground speed profile. The
aircraft is on final approach (a), it is high on the glide path (b). Its ground speed is increasing (c) and its atypical value is 0.87.

Figure 9. Illustration of the crash of Pegasus Flight 2193. Figure a) shows the 2D trajectory, figure b) the altitude profile and figure c) the ground speed profile. The
aircraft is 1NM from the runway threshold. The altitude profile shows large variations, its speed is 190kts, the atypicality did not decrease throughout the final.

path. The ground speed is also highly variable, up to 240 kts and
finally 190 kts when crossing the runway threshold, as shown
in figure 9.

In addition, the complete post-operational trajectory study
shows a non-conformity of the approach, the trajectory has been
shortened and the localizer has been intercepted downstream
of the interception chevrons. The onboard parameters are not
available, but the management of the vertical profile raises the
question of flight stabilisation. In any case, the flight showed
signs of high energy for 6 minutes. In addition to extreme
weather condition, wet runway the critical situation was detected
by the algorithm.

We analysed other accidents to test the methodology, includ-
ing Asiana Airline Flight 214, Hermes Airline Flight 7817 and
Air India Express Flight 1344. For each flight analysed, the
methodology provided critical insight into energy management
and trajectory anomalies. In the case of Pegasus Airlines Flight

2193, it identified excessive ground speed and altitude variations,
consistently high atypicality scores and the need for trajectory
extension to manage excess energy on approach. Similarly, in
the case of Asiana Airlines Flight 214, the algorithm highlighted
problems with approach angle and speed, leading to a crash on
landing. In the case of Hermes Airlines Flight 7817, the tool
detected an unstable approach characterised by irregular descent
rates and lateral deviations. Finally, in the case of Air India
Express flight 1344, the methodology identified an approach
that was too high and too fast, factors that contributed to the
aircraft overshooting the runway. In all cases, the methodology
was effective in identifying critical energy management and
trajectory issues, underscoring its potential utility in improving
flight safety.
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IV. DISCUSSIONS

We discuss here the assest and limitiation of our algorithm.
First, the notion of false positives is crucial. In the case of real-
time use by controllers, it is not possible for too many alerts
to appear. This requires appropriate calibration, which could be
done by coupling with other statistical methods. However, it is
important to note that high atypical values represent a situation
with a very low, if not zero, frequency in the historical data set.
In other words, if the atypicality score is high, it means that
very few flights in the learning set have performed this energy
management at that estimated remaining distance.

Our prototype is not necessarily the one that would be suitable
for air traffic controllers. For example, one could imagine inter-
ception chevrons with variable positions. If a direct trajectory
from the current position induces high energy, the interception
chevron would be pushed back to the proposed position.

In terms of energy management on approach, previous work
[10] has shown that half of the atypical flights between 5NM and
the runway threshold were unstable. Calibration could therefore
be considered by phase of flight and be more stringent when
approaching the runway threshold. The energy model could also
integrate rotational energy to better analyse transitions between
straight lines and curves. Additional information from machine
learning tools [38] could help to understand on-board behaviour.

In order to comply with the EASA guidelines for AI critical
systems [39], such kind of algorithm must meet transparency
and explainability criteria. First steps in our research could be
to ensure the quality and traceability of training data sets for
the energy model. In addition, such tools could lead to legal
liabilities and therefore imply the implementation of detailed
operational manuals and procedures.

Finally, implementing our real-time detection methodology
within the existing air traffic control infrastructure could pose
significant challenges. These include compatibility issues with
legacy systems and the need for extensive testing to ensure
reliability and accuracy. To overcome these challenges, a phased
integration approach could be adopted, starting with pilot pro-
grammes in controlled environments to assess performance and
iteratively refine the system. Another potential limitation is
scalability. Ensuring that the system can scale effectively to
handle increasing loads without compromising performance is
critical. Addressing this limitation may involve optimising data
processing algorithms for efficiency, using cloud computing
resources for scalable infrastructure, and implementing advanced
data management techniques to handle the growing influx of
real-time data.

However, a less critical and easier to implement use is
recommended by airlines in the context of flight data analysis.
In fact, this type of tool offers a great advantage for training
and analysis of flights in replay mode. It allows operators to
highlight potentially unmonitored flight events and, above all,

is a pedagogical tool to make crews aware of the importance
of energy management during approach and landing. A study
carried out during the COVID-19 crisis showed an increased
number of atypical behaviours during periods of low traffic.
[40].

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have presented a novel real-time detection
methodology for identifying atypical aircraft approaches, which
represents a significant advance in the field of air traffic control
and safety. Our methodology extends the capabilities of existing
off-line models by providing a real-time assessment of aircraft
energy behaviour and trajectory that is both dynamic and predic-
tive. This real-time approach not only closes the gap between
incident occurrence and detection, but also enables immediate
corrective action, which is critical in the high-stakes environment
of air traffic.

The key findings of our research underscore the potential for
significant improvements in aviation safety and efficiency. By
integrating real-time data analysis into air traffic control systems,
we can anticipate and mitigate risks more effectively, reduc-
ing the likelihood of approach-related incidents. This proactive
model of safety management represents a paradigm shift from
reactive to preventive strategies in air traffic control, in line with
the industry’s evolving safety culture.

The impact of our research extends to several stakeholders
within the aviation community. For air traffic controllers, the
real-time detection system is an invaluable tool for improving
situational awareness and decision making. Safety authorities
can use the insights gained from real-time data analysis to refine
regulatory frameworks and safety guidelines, further strengthen-
ing the overall safety architecture of the aviation industry.

Looking to the future, the integration of our real-time detec-
tion system into global air traffic management systems promises
a new era of safety and efficiency in air travel. By embracing
these advances, we can accommodate the expected growth in
air traffic while maintaining the highest standards of safety. Our
research is paving the way for further innovations in air traffic
control technologies, setting the stage for a safer, more efficient
and more resilient aviation ecosystem.

Finally, future work will focus on the real-time calibration of
the methodology, the investigation of more cases and the exis-
tence and minimisation of false positives. Further research could
be carried out on the development of an appropriate learning
process and the use of complementary methods to obtain a robust
model that meets the safety requirements of the EASA roadmap.
Further enhancements could be made to improve the trajectory
generation process by considering a 3D trajectory with real time
wind, or by integrating the atypicality coefficient into a dedicated
control model. Finally, it is also possible to consider the use
of reinforcement learning to suggest an onboard trajectory that
takes into account the aircraft configurations.
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